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A new numerical method is proposed for predicting the nonlinearity of tilting-pad guide
bearing oilfilm force in the rotor-bearing system in a large hydro-unit. Nonlinear dis-
placement and velocity of the journal center, as well as nonlinear tilting angles and angular
velocities of the pads in non-stationary Reynolds equation are taken into account. This
method is also suited for other small rotor-bearing system. As an example, the response due
to a momentarily created unbalance is calculated. The nonlinear motion patterns of the pad
and journal whirling orbit are obtained. Finally, the nonlinear orbit is compared to the linear
one that could be calculated from linear stiffness and damping coefficients. It is shown that
there are important differences between those two orbits and that the nonlinear simulation is
more accurate.
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INTRODUCTION

With increasing size and performance ofhydro-unit
for power generation plants, knowledge of their
behavior becomes more and more important.
Basically, dynamic stability of the large hydro-unit
is currently receiving a great deal of attention in
literature since it influences the hydro-unit normal
running directly. For example, in the Three Gorges
Project, each hydro-unit’s rated capacity reaches
700 MW, and its runner and guide bearing diameter
are 10 and 3 m respectively. Especially, in order to
determine design parameters (such as the number of

guide bearings, radial clearance, supporting stiff-
ness and journal’s size, etc.), moreover, to evaluate
the external exciting forces and deliver control
tactics, it is indispensable to analyze the rotor
system dynamic behavior accurately during the
unit’s design stage. Therefore, the dynamic behav-
ior of rotor system is very important.
The large hydro-unit with a vertical arrangement

is modeled in Fig. l(a). From dynamics point of
view, rotor-bearing system of such machinery con-
sists of shaft, generator rotor, water turbine, thrust
bearings and seal rings, etc... For the sake of safety
ofthe hydro-unit running, the critical speed, natural
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FIGURE l(a) The model of hydro-unit.

frequency, and dynamic response of rotor system in
lateral vibration would be important. All these
respects have a close relation with the oil film
dynamic behavior. The guide bearing, which serves
as a support in radial direction, is not loaded static
external force in radial direction in such vertical
arrangement machinery, and the journal center
should coincide with the bearing center in theory. It
is well known that the stiffness and damping
coefficients of the bearing perhaps are very small
under previous conditions especially in the small
pre-load bearing. So that, the displacement and
velocity response of rotor system are perhaps
comparable large as external excitation force is
small. Sometime the Francis type hydraulic turbine
would suffer a large lateral hydraulic excitation force
when it is running on part load. This excitation force
would make the center ofjournal whirl with a large
amplitude. The linear theory is unsuitable for this
situation. Consequently, we should look guide
bearing film force as nonlinear function ofjournal
center’s displacement and velocity, pads’ swing
angles and angular velocities.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Methods to Obtain Nonlinear Film Force

(a) Approximate method (Furkawa et al., 1994;
Wang and Zhang, 1993). Reynolds equation is

reduced by using long or short bearing
assumption or using nonlinear coefficients that
are defined as linear oil film model.

(b) Database method (Wang and Zhang, 1993).
The database of non-stationary oil film force of
bush segment has been set up and used to
provide bush segment non-stationary oil film
forces for assembling up the bearing nonlinear
forces.

(c) Numerical simulation method (Cardinali et al.,
1993; Gadangi et al., 1996; Monmousseau et al.,
1997; Brancati et al., 1995). Non-stationary
Reynolds equation is solved in the transient
moving state of journal center of a specific
bearing.

The first method reduced so much that it could
not be satisfied with the need of the more accurate
nonlinear analysis although its computation speed
is fast. Both the accuracy and speed of the second
method are better, but it only suits the fixed
multilobe bearing at present. The accuracy and
suitability of the third method are good, but it

requires solving Reynolds equation many times
and consumes large CPU-time in every time step.
For this reason, the former simulations are only
confined to the cylindrical journal bearing. How-
ever, in a long run, with the computer’s hardware
speed raising and software’s functions improving,
the shortcoming of numerical simulation will be
dismissed gradually. The computer simulation
process of nonlinear oil film force of tilting-pad
guide bearing in large hydro-unit is presented in
this paper.

The Rotor’s Kinetic Equation

Figure (b) is examined and the coordinate system
used. It consists of a massless rigid shaft carrying a

disk with mass (2m) at the middle of the span, and
two identical tilting-pad bearings supported at both
ends of the shaft respectively. The external lateral
excitation force 2f(t) acts on the middle ofthe span,
andf(t) -fx(t)[+fy(t)ff(t)is a known function of
time. The equations of the journal center motion
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FIGURE l(b) The model of the rotor.

can be described as:

m2- -Fx +fx (2.1)
mj: -F +fy

where, 2 and j are accelerations ofjournal center in
x- and y-directions respectively. Fx, Fy are the film
forces in x- and y-directions, which can be obtained
by integration of the oil film pressure:

N

f0
L Iqut

Fx --/1-- 99in

p cos g) R dg)dz,

N 0"L lqutFy p sin g) R dg)dz,
i= gin

(2.2)

where, p is film distributing pressure on the pad, L is
pad length, R is pad radius, g) and z are coordinates
in circumferential direction and axial direction, Fx
and F are the functions of x, 2, y, , 5;, }i, i.e.,

Fx Fx (x, 2, y, , Si, i)
Fy Fy (x, 2, y, J), 5i, }i).

(2.3)

Reynolds Equation

In order to calculate the journal bearing force, the
distribution pressure p on the pad has to be
determined, while p must satisfy non-stationary
Reynolds equation and Reynolds boundary condi-
tion (2.4). Due to its complexity, the Reynolds
equation is usually solved numerically. Here the
finite element method (FEM) is used in this work. A
large number of grid nodes is necessary to get an
accurate solution.

0 (h 10p) 0 (h30p) Oh Oh

7-- 12#7 +z 1-zz -Ur-q-0--7
p-O (z-O or z--L)

p- O,
Op

0 (at oil film rupture boundary).
0

(2.4)
Because the journal diameter is very large, journal
speed is low, and radius clearance is small, the
Reynolds number of fluid in the clearance is much
lower than its critical value. So that, Eq. (2.4) is
laminary flow equation assumed. Non-dimension
non-stationary Reynolds equation can be deduced
as (2.4b) and coordinate system is used as Fig. (c):

u ucy + ue

i6-0- +12-0sin(-0)

-os-0,
min

(2.4b)

fl + emin COS(g) 0) min sin(g) 0)

+ ( + cos( o)),

* 2S 2H>

dO de AR
0

d(ol) d(dt) min r

h
H

AR #o

where,
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FIGURE l(c) The geometrical relation between the rotor
and one pad.
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Since c _< 1, ff)min (10-3-10-4), min, 0 does
not exceed 10 and is not too large in common, so
that:

The Pad’s Kinetic Equation

Due to each tilting-pad is allowed to pitch about its
pivot point, the pads’ motion equation can be
gained as follows:

Joi M 1,2,3,...,N), (2.5)

where, J0 is pad moment of inertia, M; is the
moment of the fluid film pressure upon the pad
about pivot point. Because J0 can be quite

small, Joi could be neglected, and (2.5) can be
rewritten as:

m 0 (i 1,2, 3,..., N). (2.6)

The Process of Nonlinear Oil-film Force
Computer Simulation

Equation (2.6) can be used to determine the tilting-
pad’ swing angles. The purpose of nonlinear film
force simulation is to find the nonlinear function in
Eq. (2.3) in numerical form. The process of simu-
lation is to resolve the simultaneous Eqs. (2.1), (2.4)
and (2.6) in turn.

Selecting proper initial condition is one key step
in the simulation process. It is assumed that the
initial position of the journal center is always in its
static equilibrium position. Thus, the initial film
force (Fxo, F,o), the initial position of the jour-
nal center (xo, Yo), and initial pad’ angles 5i0
(i=1,2,3,...,N), can be obtained by solving
the static Reynolds Eq. (2.4) and pad balanced
Eq. (2.6). It should be pointed out that the journal
center moving velocity and each pad’s swing
velocity are zero under these circumstances. Now,
all the initial conditions of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) can
be written as:

Fx Fxo, Fy Fyo, (2.7)
x--xo, Y.--Yo, 2--.9--0,
6i 6i0, 6i0 O.

Equation (2.7) could express the initial conditions
while the journal center equilibrium position is
disturbed abruptly by an impact load, such as

earthquake, magnetic pull failure or sudden partial
mass failures.
The steps of simulation are presented as:

(a) Obtain the initial conditions by resolving
static Reynolds equation and equilibrium
equations of pads.

(b) Increase a time step At (tv.= t_ 1+ At), and
calculate the exciting force (fx, fy)# at this time.

(c) Solve the motion Eq. (2.1) by use of (fx,fy)#
and film force at previous step (Fx, Fy)j_ ,
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(x, 2, y, )9 can be calculated, and denoted them
as (x, 2, y,.j:) 1).

(d) Take (6g, 6i)9-1 as initial values and solve the
simultaneous Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6), obtain (Fx,
Fy) ’), (6i)9 and (i)j % [(i)1)- ((Si)j_l]//kt.

(e) Modify (x, 2, y, ))} ), with implicit method
and obtain (x, 2,y,)?)}2), and then, to judge
whether the accuracy is satisfied, if not, let
(x, 2, y, )2) (x, 2, y, 9)} 1/ and return to the
(d) step.

(f) Repeat (b), (c), (d), (e), steps in turns until the
reach to to that has been specified.

According to the former simulation course, we
have completed the nonlinear film force calculation
program. The diagram of calculation procedure is

shown in Fig. 2. A systematic study shows that it is

necessary to set a convergence (IIAS/SII) criterion of
10 -4 for motion varies. For higher values of the

Static calculation

St=S0, t=-0,Ft=F0,fi=f0

j=j+l
t=t/dt

No

Mg=ft+d,- Ft

(2)
t+dt t/dt

i=i+l

lend
x

S= F= F
f=fy

FIGURE 2 The diagram of calculation procedure.

criterion, numerical instabilities appear and con-

vergence of the S is not achieved; using more
severe convergence criteria provides no significant
improvement in the final results, but the CPU-time
greatly increase.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In order to investigate the relationship between
nonlinear film forces (Fx, Fy) and variables x, 2,
y,f,(Si,i, the water turbine guide bearing and
generator guide bearing of a 240MW hydro-unit
have been simulated respectively. The turbine guide
bearing has 10 shoes (v= 1) and the generator
guide bearing has 12 shoes (v= 119.4). They
represent two kinds of typical tilting-pad bearings
in large Francis hydro-unit. For the sake of the
simplicity and convenience, we take a momentarily
created unbalanced mass force as excitation force:

f -fx +fyj,
MEcv: (sin cot [+ cos catf),

(3.1)

where, E is equivalent mass eccentricity, co is angle
velocity ofthe journal. Substitution of Eq. (3.1)into
(2.1), obtains

(- -ax / sin ,
Y- --ay -+- cos -,

where,

X- x/c, - E/c, Fx Fx/a,
2#Ly Fy/a, a

3minMco
---cot, min--C/r, D 2R, v Rp r

The numerical time-integration of the motion ofthe
journal center and calculation of the film force are

performed according to Eqs. (3.2) and (2.4b) res-

pectively. The parameter values of bearings are

presented in Tables I and II.
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Furthermore, a comparison of the nonlinear
simulation with a linear one is carried out under
the same operating conditions. In the linear simula-
tion, the dynamic coefficients of bearing are
calculated at the center of the bearing and listed in
Table III.

TABLE The parameters of turbine bearing

Pad no. gin out 7-

8.77 8.77 180
2 27.23 44.77 216
3 63.23 80.77 252
4 99:23 116.77 288
5 135.23 152.77 324
6 171.23 188.77 360
7 207.23 224.77 36
8 243.23 260.77 72
9 276.23 296.77 108
10 315.2 332.77 144

)min 1.27 10-4, v 1, L/D=O.175, /3=0.5,
M= 376.9t, #0=0.0045kg. s/m2, cv=68.18rpm,
D 2360 mm, 29.4, c 0.15 mm.

TABLE II The parameters of generator guide
bearing

Pad no. in out 7-

12.57 12.57 180
2 17.43 42.57 210
3 47.43 72.57 240
4 77.43 102.57 270
5 107.43 132.57 300
6 137.43 162.57 330
7 167.43 192.57 360
8 197.43 222.57 30
9 227.43 252.57 60
10 257.43 282.57 90
11 287.43 312.57 120
12 317.43 342.57 150

)min =2.12 10-4, )v l19.44, L/D 0.235, -- 0.5,
M 945.9 t, #o 0.0045 kg. s/m2, a)= 68.18 rpm, D
1700mm, = 4.9, c=0.18mm.

TABLE III The non-dimensional coefficients of
generator bearing

Kxx Kyy Cxx Cyy

0.08166 0.08166 0.00866 0.00866

When c 0.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Pre-load (bv) influences the hydro-unit’s behav-
ior largely. In Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), it is
shown that the pre-load (bv) of bearing in-
fluence on the swing angle and velocity of the
pad largely. The generator guide bearing’s pad
swing angle-time (5-T) curve is obviously dif-
ferent from that of the water turbine bearing’s.

ZE-5 rad/d (a)

18 Z8

FIGURE 3(a) One of the water turbine guide bearing’s pad
swing angle versus time curve ((Si-T).

(b)

FIGURE 3(b) One of the water guide bearing’s pad resul-
tant force versus time curve (Fp-T).

1-3 rad/d u (a)

8 18 Z8 38 T T=t

FIGURE 4(a) One of the generator guide bearing’s pad
swing angle versus time curve (i-T).
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FIGURE 4(b) One of the generator guide bearing’s pad re-
sultant force versus time curve (Fp--T).

FIGURE 5 Display of the result of simulation.

Moreover, we can deduce that there are half of
the pads of the water turbine guide bearing
reacting on the shaft from Figs. 3(a) or 5, and
all pads of the generator guide bearing reacting
on the shaft from Fig. 4(a). Figs. 3(b) and 4(b)
are curves that show that the oil film force of
single pad varies with time respectively. It is
very interesting that the two curve forms are
absolutely different for different preloads.
Figure 6 shows the nonlinear whirling orbit of
journal center of turbine guide bearing (b,, 1).

FIGURE 6 The nonlinear whirling orbit of the water guide
bearing (% 1).

So

FIGURE 7 The resultant force versus time (S0---T) curve of
the water guide bearing (’(or 1).

The resultant of film force of each bearing is

also presented, in Figs. 7 (v= 1) and 8

(bv= 119.4). It can be seen that their conver-

gence trends are different.
Difference between the results, which are calcu-
lated by linear and nonlinear method respec-
tively, is large. It should be noted that all the
dynamic coefficients are equal to zero at the
point of center of the turbine bearing (b 1) in
theory. Therefore, even as the excitation force on
the journal is small, the displacement and
velocity of journal center will be comparatively
large, and linearization may lead to errors. For
generator guide bearing (b= 119.4), the linear

and nonlinear whirling orbits are almost iden-

tical perfectly when a small force is imposed on

the journal. (see Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)). But, as the
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FIGURE 8 The resultant force versus time (SO-T) curve of
the generator guide bearing (v= 119.4).

(c)
i--Nonlinear

Linear

(a)

FIGURE 9(a) The linear whirling orbit of the generator
guide bearing (v 119.4) under small external force.

(b)

x

FIGURE 9(b) The nonlinear whirling orbit of the generator
guide bearing (v 119.4) under small external force.

FIGURE 9(c) The linear and nonlinear whirling orbit of the
generator guide bearing (= 119.4) under same larger exter-
nal force.

force amplitude increases to a value big enough
to make the radius of nonlinear whirling orbit
reach to about 0.75, there is a distinct difference
between these two. The linear result is wrong
visibly (see Fig. 9(c)). Of course, the dynamic
responses computed by nonlinear simulation
appear to be more accurate and realistic.
However, the nonlinear simulations spend more
CPU-time than the linear.

3. In the other point of view, when the external
force is small, the linear and nonlinear whirling
orbit are almost equal. When the external force
is larger, the linear and nonlinear whirling orbit
become larger, but the linear is larger than
nonlinear. All these results proved that the
nonlinear results are correct reasonably.

CONCLUSIONS

1. On the basis of the non-stationary Reynolds
equation and nonlinear theory, the paper inves-
tigates the nonlinear oil film forces of tilting-
pad guide bearing in large hydro-unit. There is
difference between the tilting-pad guide bear-
ings’ oil film forces that can be calculated by
linear and nonlinear methods. It is important
to analyze the bearing when pre-load is small
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(especially, to pre-load bv= l) by nonlinear
method.

2. The pre-load (/:v 1) of the tilting-pad bearing is
a crucial factor which influence the hydro-unit
largely.

3. At present, for the nonlinear film force theory is
not perfect, in order to deal with the nonlinear
film force of tilting guide bearing in actual
engineering, the numerical simulation method
is an effective way.

NOMENCLATURE

L
D
AR (or c)

R

Rp

pad length
journal diameter
radius clearance
viscosity of the oil
radius of bearing
radius ofjournal
radius of pad

time
tilting-pad angle i- 1,2, 3,..., N (N:
total number of pads)
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